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A diffusion equation is obtained for impurity atoms migrating by means of the 
formation of equilibrium complexes with intrinsic point defects, the distribu- 
tion of which is nonequilibrium and nonuniform. 

Solid-phase diffusion of electrically active impurities is one of the major processes 
in fabricating discrete semiconductor devices and integrated microcircuits. This mea~Is that 
simulation of diffusion is the most important stage in the design and optimization of tech- 
nological processes. The role of such simulation increased in particular after methods of 
ion implantation came into use; such methods can be used to create locally doped regions of 
micron and submicron dimensions, which are characterized by a strongly nonequilibrium state 
of the component of a system containing defects and impurities. The small size of the geo- 
metrical dimensions of the doped regions requires the development of an adequate desc~ziption 
of the diffusion processes for ion-implanted impurities. With this in mind we consider dif- 
fusion mechanisms on a microscopic level together with the corresponding equations used in 
simulating the diffusion processes. 

Since in elemental semiconductors impurities of elements of groups III and V are in the 
position of substitution, it was suggested that diffusive migration is realized via a simple 
vacancy mechanism as a result of exchanging sites between an impurity atom and an approach- 
ing vacancy [i, 2]. The diffusion equation for the given transport mechanism for impurity 
atoms has been obtained in [2] and assumes the following form: 

C?' = V [D (X.) hvC s] V [O (X) a B - , h vJV l, (1) 

= =  _ _  A 2 , [c s N ~ + P~(C s -  N~) " + ,~z~ ]/2;7.,, (2 )  

A 2 /2 = 1 -F tz B, ,~B . C s / V ( C  s _  A:B)2 § ~r, ie. ( 3 )  

E q u a t i o n  (1 )  i s  o f  t h e  t y p e  o f  t h e  s e c o n d  F i c k ' s  law w i t h  t h e  e f f e c t i v e  d i f f u s i o n  co -  
e f f i c i e n t  d e p e n d i n g  on t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  i m p u r i t y  a t o m s .  When d e r i v i n g  t h e  e q u a t i o n ,  
account was taken of the drift of ionized impurity atoms due to the inner electric field, 
existence of different charge states of vacancies, and redistribution of vacancies under 
the action of the electric field, and also variation of the field in the presence of an im- 
purity having the opposite type of conductivity. Nevertheless, the equation obtained in 
[2] does not represent an adequate description of the diffusion of impurities via a sinple 
vacancy mechanism because, when it was derived, it did not take account of flows of impurity 
atoms emerging due to nonuniformity in vacancy distribution (so-called cross-effects of pro- 
cesses of particle transport [3]). Besides, Eq. (i) was obtained under the assumption that 
the distribution of neutral vacancies is in equilibrium and uniform, which is characteristic 
of purely thermal diffusion. In ion-implanted layers, or in layers subjected to ion icradi- 
ation, not only is the distribution of impurity atoms nonequilibrium, but the state of the 
defect subsystem of the crystal is also nonequilibrium; therefore the application of Eq. 
(i) for simulating modern technological processes is generally incorrect [4]. 

Both the nonequilibrium state and nonuniformity in the distribution of vacancies and 
also cross-effects of the transport in exchanging sites between the impurity atom and a 
vacancy are considered in the generalized diffusion equation [5]. However, [5] does not 
give explicit dependencies of effective transport coefficients on the concentration of im- 
purity atoms. It is for this reason that when simulation programs are developed for d:ffu- 
sion processes [6], Eq. (I) is generally used. 
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We should note that the mechanism of diffusion via exchanging sites of impurity atoms 
and vacancies is not applicable for the description of a number of diffusion processes. 
Thus at present it is found experimentally in silicon that vacancy-impurity complexes are 
formed when impurity atoms of elements of groups III and V interact with vacancies [7]. 
Diffusion transport of impurity atoms is realized [7, 8] because of the migration and decay 
of these complexes. Experimental results suggest that vacancy-impurity complexes are formed 
not only in silicon but also in germanium [7]. The formation of these complexes is possible 
also in other semiconductors. 

In addition to the vacancy mechanisms of diffusion, an important role in impurity trans- 
port processes is also played by internodal diffusion mechanisms in the presence of interac- 
tion among the impurity atoms and intrinsic internodal atoms [I, 9]. In silicon, such an in- 
teraction might result in the formation of complexes of impurity atoms and internodal atoms 
of silicon [7, i0]. A particular impurity atom passing into an internodal location as a re- 
sult of interaction with an intrinsic internodal atom can also be considered as a degenerate 
complex consisting of a single atom [ii]. 

The above analysis demonstrates the great importance of the mechanism of diffusion via 
moving complexes of impurity atoms and intrinsic point defects for crystalline semiconduc- 
tors. We obtain the diffusion equation for an impurity in a semiconductor when its trans- 
port is realized via the given mechanism. When deriving the diffusion equation, we take 
account of the nonequilibrium state and nonuniformity of the distribution of intrinsic point 
defects in a way similar to [5], where the case of a nonuniform distribution of vacancies 
has been considered. In addition to the nonuniform distribution of intrinsic point defects 
we take account of the following effects: i) the drift of complexes and of charged intrinsic 
point defects under the action of an inner electric field; 2) the existence of different 
charge states of the intrinsic point defects and different charge states of complexes; 3) 
the dependence of the inner electric field on concentration and distribution of the impurity 
under consideration and the impurity of the opposite type of conductivity; 4) processes of 
the formation of clusters; 5) the influence of the high level of doping on the intensity of 
the inner electric field and the rate of quasichemical reactions. 

For this purpose we use the formalism of thermodynamics for neonequilibrium processes 
[3] and we write the diffusion equations and quasi-chemical reactions for all the kinds of 
particles under consideration [12, 13]: 

C~ = v[D~(CO'V C ' -  z'----!-e EC~ )]  + ~ , "v~- -  S" + Gr~ + Gn~, 
ksT i=l 

(4) 
a = 1, 2 . . . . .  l, co~ =-(C~'/kBT)O,u.~/OC ~. 

We find the quantities X and E from the condition of local electrical neutrality. In 
this case the functional dependence of the quantiy X is given by Eq. (2), and the quantity 
E, calculated with account of the effects of the high level of doping, is determined by the 
expression [13] 

E ... . . .  z (#~T/e) coZV)~/Z. (5) 

By u s i n g  t h e  law o f  mass a c t i o n  f o r  e q u i l i b r i u m  q u a s i - c h e m i c a l  r e a c t i o n s  [ 1 4 ] ,  we de -  
t e r m i n e  the concentrations of the intrinsic point defects in different charge states and the 
concentrations of complexes of impurity atoms and intrinsic point defects: 

C~r/(C k• z -~k~) = h hr (T, Z), ( 6 ) 

cS~/(cSc ~r) =- H ~r (T, %). ( 7 ) 

We write Eqs. (4) for the impurity atoms in the substitutional position and for com- 
plexes of the impurity atoms and intrinsic point defects. By transforming the constructed 
system of equations with the help of Eqs. (2), (3), (5), (6), and (7), we obtain a general- 
ized equation for the diffusion of impurity atoms: 

Ct = V { Ds~ IV (~kxCs') q- c~ hBC~• ( Cs - -  NB) l} --- (8 )  

-- V [(cox _ 1)(dDSh/0% _ psi) xhZ~k:<V (C s _ Ns)] -l- 

q- V lcozQShxhBCn:~'V ( Cs --  Ne) l  , 
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Dsk(Z) = C~ x ~ DSkrHhr h,- _~.hr 
r 

pSh (x) : c~ • ~ ~ ,~aDs~'/a ~, '~ Hh" h~r Z - ~ ' "  
f 

QSh (Z) = C~ x ~ DSh" I0 (H "~" h~')/azl Z -'~k`, 
r 

~ •  = C~>~ /C~ "~. 

In the case of the ideal state of an electron (hole) gas (wX ~ i) and weak depencence 
of the equilibrium constants H kr and h kr on the level of doping, Eq. (8) assumes the iorm 

G -- v {D sh IV (Ch• + h~C~• (C s - -  N~)]}, (9)  

and in  t h e  c a s e  o f  a low l e v e l  o f  dop ing  i t  i s  c o n v e r t e d  i n t o  t h e  form 

C~= Di A (~h• Cs ), (10)  

From diffusion equations (8)-(I0) it is clear that they differ considerably from equa- 
tions of the type of the second Fick's law. Thus, from the equations obtained it follows 
that the flow of impurity atoms is determined not only by their concentration gradient but 
also by the gradient of the product of the concentration of intrinsic point defects in a 
neutral charge state and the concentration of the impurity atoms. This means that Eqs. (8)- 
(i0) describe not only smoothing processes for distributions of impurities in the course of 
diffusion, but also segregation processes for impurity atoms in the case of a nonuniform 
distribution of neutral intrinsic point defects in the course of heat treatment. Only for 
a uniform distribution of intrinsic point defects in a neutral charge state is Eq. (9) con- 
verted into an equation of the type of the second Fick's law (i). 

As an example characterizing the differences of the equations obtained as compareJ to 
the equations of the type of the second Fick's law (I), computations are displayed in Fig. i 
for the doping of silicon with bombardment by ions from a gas-discharge plasma containing 
phosphorus, while Fig. 2 shows the process of redistribution of arsenic implanted in silicon 
in the course of rapid thermal annealing. 

Computation of distribution profiles for the concentration of impurity was realiz~{d by 
numerically solving diffusion equation (i0). The distribution of intrinsic point defe~zts in 
a neutral charge state required for computation has been determined by solving analyti~ally 
the diffusion equation for intrinsic point defects [17]. The analytical computations of 
distribution profiles for neutral intrinsic point defects shown in Figs. 1 and 2 correspond 
to the two opposite cases of redistribution of defects in the crystal. When doping sil.icon 
from a plasma, bombardment by low-energy ions leads to the generation of intrinsic point de- 
fects near the surface of the semiconductor. While diffusing into the bulk, these nonequili- 
brium defects are absorbed in drains, which results in the formation of a nonuniform dzstri- 
bution of intrinsic point defects. A significant excess of the concentration of intrinsic 
point defects above the thermal equilibrium values of concentration leads to the radiation- 
stimulated diffusion of impurity atoms, which enter silicon from the gas-discharge plasma. 
For rapid thermal annealing, a thin imperfect layer remains on the semiconductor surface 
after the solid-phase recrystallization of silicon doped with arsenic. This near-surface 
layer serves as an effective drain for point defects. The diffusion of defects to the sur- 
face and their subsequent absorption also result in the formation of a nonuniform distribu- 
tion of intrinsic point defects. 

For a quantitative characteristic of diffusion processes for point defects and impurity 
atoms, the following parameters were used: the mean length of the diffusion path of the in- 
trinsic point defect s and the mean length of the diffusion path of the impurity L = 
r t. The values ~• and L were determined from the condition of matching between calcu- 

lated and experimental data. 

In Fig. i, computations are presented for doping silicon from the plasma of a gas dis- 
charge. As in [15], it was assumed that impurity atoms from the plasma incorporate them- 
selves into the lattice of the semiconductor, with their concentration on the surface being 
independent of the duration of the treatment. As is seen from Fig. i, by using the proposed 
equation we can explain the phenomenon of the formation of a lengthy "plateau" with the con- 
stant value of the concentration of impurity atoms on the distribution profile of the impur- 
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Fig. i. Distribution of phosphorus in doping from the plasma 
of a gas discharge: curve i, calculated distribution of the 
impurity for L = 0.51 ~m and Z• = 0.4 Dm; curve 2, calcula- 
tion for s215 = 0.3 Dm, conducted in [15] with the use of the 
equation of the second Fick's law; a dashed curve, distribu- 
tion of neutral intrinsic point defects for s215 = 0.4 ~m 
(points represent experimental data [15]). C S, ~m-a; C k• 
relative units; x, Dm. 

Fig. 2. Distribution of implanted arsenic after a rapid 
thermal annealing: curve i, calculated distribution of the 
impurity after annealing for L = 0.043 Dm and s215 = 0.I Dm; 
a dashed curve, distribution of neutral intrinsic point de- 
fects; experimental data [16]: a) thermal treatment for i0 
s at a temperature of ii00 ~ b) two-stage thermal treat- 
ment, which includes preliminary heating up to 550 ~ 
during 30 min. 

ity. For the case of an impurity entering through the surface of the semiconductor it is 
impossible to describe the appearance of such a "plateau" in the framework of the equation 
of the second Fick's law, even if additional parameters are introduced in the diffusion co- 
efficient of impurity atoms. This is supported by the computation of the process of radia- 
tion-stimulated diffusion when silicon is doped from plasma, as in [15]. In that work it 
was assumed that the diffusion coefficient of the impurity was proportional to the concen- 
tration of vacancies. As an adjusting parameter describing nonuniformity of distribution 
of nonequilibrium vacancies generated on the surface of the semiconductor, there also was 
used the mean length of the diffusion path of point defects s215 As is seen from Fig. i, the 
obtained solution of the equation of the second Fick's law is characterized by a monotonic 
drop in the impurity concentration toward the interior of the semiconductor. 

It should be noted that with the help of the generalized equation that was obtained, 
we can readily describe also the phenomenon of clearly expressed "ascending" diffusion in a 
region of silicon near the surface if we take account of the fact that the surface can serve 
as an effective drain for intrinsic point defects. Results of these computations are shown 
in Fig. 2. 

The examples presented show that the obtained equation describes adequate diffusion 
processes for nonequilibrium and nonuniform distribution of intrinsic point defects and al- 
lows us to simulate processes of doping, the computations of which are impossible to per- 
form within the framework of Eq. (i). 

NOTATION 

C, total concentration of atoms of diffusible impurity; C S, concentration of atoms of 
diffusible impurity in the position of substitution; N B, concentration of ionized impurity 
atoms of the opposite type of conductivity; D(X), effective coefficient of diffusion; X, 
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electron concentration reduced to n i in the case of diffusion of a donor impurity, and hole 
concentration in the case of diffusion of an acceptor impurity; n i and nie, concentration 
of intrinsic charge carriers and its effective value at high levels of doping; kB, Boltzmann 
constant; a, type of particle under consideration; C a, D a, p a, z a, concentration, diffusion 
coefficient, chemical potential, and the particle charge of the type a, respectively; v a, 
quantity of particles of the type a formed in the course of a quasi-chemical reaction of the 
type i; v i, rate of this reaction; S a, rate of absorption of particles of the type a with 
fixed imperfections of a crystal lattice; G Ta and G R~, rate of thermal generation of these 
particles and rate of their generation due to external radiation; E, intensity of internal 
electric field; z, charge of ion of diffusible impurity; ~X, function describing deviation 
of the state of the electron (hole) gas from the ideal gas for high levels of doping; C kr 
and C kx, concentration of intrinsic point defects of the type k in the charge state r and in 
a neutral charge state; z kr, charge of intrinsic point defects of the type k in the charge 
state r; C Skr, concentration of complexes formed by the impurity atom in the position 3f 
substitution with the intrinsic point defect of the type k in the charge state r; h kr and 
H kr, equilibrium constants of transfer reactions for intrinsic point defects from the neu- 
tral charge state in the charge state r and reactions of the formation of complexes; D Skr, 

diffusion coefficient for the complex formed by the impurity atom and the intrinsic point 
defect of the type k in the charge state r; c~r,value of thermal equilibrium concentration 
of these intrinsic point defects in the bulk ~f the semiconductor; Di, intrinsic diffusion 
coefficient of the impurity; t, duration of thermal treatment. 
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